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         AHWEN

 Another of T-COD's brand designs that will be remembered and create an identity in every being.. @ahwenofficial One of the first striking details of our project, which came to the forefront with the concept of modern, simple and determined lines dominated by white representing purity, is elegance and elegance, integrating with bronze materials. There are products that hold elegance together. The composition, created by the combination of black, white and bronze colors, meets the space where functionality is handled at the most comfortable level.

 The place offers us something of that place from our memories in memory, and in the process of experiencing the place, there is a kind of exchange between the person and the place. Users act according to the formation of the space, and the formation of the space is reshaped according to the reactions of the users. This interaction can vary by being supported by the cultural, physical and perceptual variables that the individual acquires. If it is a place we experience for the first time, it can offer us something in line with our memories and the transmission of our sense organs. We enter the space with the memory we brought until that time, and when we produce other things in that space, we create other accumulations. With these accumulations, our perspective on space develops and changes. You can visit our website and contact us for architectural design and turnkey applications suitable for your industry.
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